A linear Hamiltonian in spatial derivative that satisfies Klein-Gordon equation was used starting from energy momentum relation for free particle was solved in agreement with the matrices  and  bearing in mind their suitability in terms of anticommutation relations in parallel with the definition of algebraic matrices whose hermicity is fulfilled by †ˆî †î
Introduction
The of the wave particle plays important role in understanding of the behavourial description of particle as regards the electronic structure, energy spectrum and wave characteristics [1] . With regard to this, many researchers probe into this using classical approach which was of course found to be insufficient in giving complete description particle. However this is because relativistic effect which is of most important is in description of any physical system is excluded. Indeed relativistic effect plays a crucial role the description of electronic structure of not only small particle but also heavy particles [1] . Sequel to the evolution of Dirac theory that led to formulation Dirac equation, Dirac's relativistic frame work where one electron spinorial solution is a two vector whose component are wave function has been used but was found incomplete in giving description of particle [2] [3] [4] . A survey of the current available analytical solution using relativistic one electron atoms has been carried out.It has been made that reasonable description can only be given by making use of quantum electrodynamics [5] .
In this work we intend to analyze the wave characteristics using relativistic approach by bringing together momentum relation, vectorial relation and Dirac wave in conjunction with Heisenberg representation observe in a real sense the feasibility of existence of single particle.
Analytical Procedures
The analytical procedure is taken in three aspects via momentum relation and matrices of free particle, Dirac wave and Heisenberg representation.
Momentum Relation and Matrices of Free Particle
We start with relativistic covariant wave equation of Schrodinger form is written as
Of which if every single component,   of the wave function has to satisfy Klein-Gordon equation [4, 5, 7] starting from energy momentum relation for free particle
In terms of Equation (1), we write
This can be iterated to give
This expression has to agree with the following requirements for the matrices  and  to be suitable for our application. These are
These anticommutation relations defines the algebraic matrices whose hermicity is fulfilled if †î 
From the anticommutation relation of Equation (6) it is generalize that trace, i.e. the sum of the diagonal elements of the matrices of each  and  has to be zero representation.
i.e. 
Indicating that
This agrees with the practice that the trace of a matrix [8, 9] is always equal to the sum of its eigenvalues. i.e. 
where
Since the explicit representation of the Dirac matrices are 
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Dirac Wave
By considering only a free particle we set
This makes Equation (2) to become
of which we can write four solutions of wave function thus
of which the first two correspond to positive energy value while the last two are negative energy values. In addition to this unique properties exhibited by Dirac equation, it also depicts covariance properties. This on the other hand explains that the solution appears to possess the correct behaviour in the non relativistic limit in agreement with the considered the wave packet. The wave packets of plane Dirac waves are superpositions of plane wave yield localized wave functions in space and time since Dirac equation is a linear wave equation that marches a wave packet of a plane wave with positive energy [3, 7] . They are of the form.
pect observed in this analysis is that the true velocity of single particle appears to constitute both the negative and positive terms of energy which brings about the idea that a particles with negative energy apparently tends to have negative mass as their velocity is directed against their momentum. General observation shows that the mean current of an arbitrary wave packet plane energy from non relativist concept agrees with the expectation value of the classical group velocity 
Discussion
In this paper we have analytically studied the fundamental wave characteristics of free particle based on equation constructed from relativistically covariant wave equation of Schrodinger equation that satisfies Klein-Gordon equation. The expression for anticommutation relations that defined the algebraic matrices with special representation showing the diagonal matrices A, to A N in conjunction with the explicit representation of the Dirac matrices are seen in Equations (14a) and (14b) with their explicit value presented in Equations (15)-(18). The wave func-tion relating to wave packet of the plane wave associated with any particle being described using Dirac equation is presented in Equations (21)- (24) as wave packets. The packet explains the fact that Dirac waves are superposition plane waves and yields localized wave functions in space and time in which when considered with only positive energy of a particle is compactly written as in Equation (35) and normalized as in Equation (26). The normalization enabled us to write the expectation value with respect to the wave packet as seen in Equation (27) is known as Zitterbewegung that vanishes if the wave packet associated exclusively to both positive and negative energy. This implies that Zitterbewegung is as a result of the combined effect of negative and positive energy components a situation that confirmed the fact that in a real sense of it, the idea of a single particle is feasible only when it is considered with restriction to one energy range.
